
Say each word in the box and look at the letters. 

actor      mirror      murder     doctor     sailor   cellar 
author        boxer       harbor       lawyer      calendar 

collar           dollar           honor               visitor 

Which are the last two letters in each word?  
Write the word under the correct ending. 

-er -or -ar 

__________
__________
__________

__________
__________
__________
__________ 

__________
__________
__________
__________ 

__________
__________
__________
__________ 

Add –er, -or, or –ar to each word below. Write the 
word. 

box+____= ___________ 

visit+____= ___________ 

sail+____= ___________ 

Write the missing letters.  
 

___ ___thor     law___ ___ ___ 



actor      mirror      murder     doctor     sailor   cellar 
author        boxer       harbor       lawyer      calendar 

collar           dollar           honor               visitor 

Add –ar or –or to each word part. Write the word. 

mirr+____= 
doll+____= 

__________
__________ 

coll+____= 
cell+____= 

__________
__________ 

Write a word from the box in each sentence.  
You might add –s to a word. 

1. Which witch said,"___________  
      ____________ on the wall, who is the  
 fairest of them all?" 
 
2. A __________ is usually hired in a __________ case. 
 
3. A good place to find a ____________ is on a boat  
    in the ______________. 
 
4. The __________bill__________ 
    George Washington. 
 



actor      mirror      murder     doctor     sailor   cellar 
author        boxer       harbor       lawyer      calendar 

collar           dollar           honor               visitor 

Write a word from the box in each sentence.  
You might add –s to a word. 

1.  We had a _____________in our classroom. She  
     was an __________ and had written many books. 
 
2.  The __________´s new movie was about a  
    famous ____________. 
 
3.  The __________of my shirt was ripped when I was 
    cleaning the ____________. 
 
4.  I put my _____________´s appointment on my 
    ______________. 



Solution 

1. mirror mirror 
2. lawyer murder 
3. sailor harbor 
4. dollar honors 

Add –ar or –or to each word part. Write the word. 

Write a word from the box in each sentence.  
You might add –s to a word. 

1. visitor author 
2. actor boxer 
3. collar cellar 
4. doctor´s calendar 

mirror 
dollar 

collar 
cellar 


